Spatio-Temporal Coupling Relationships between Rural Population and Farmland Change in Karst Mountainous Areas of Southwest China
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Abstract

Population and farmland are the key elements in agricultural production and significant components of the rural population-land relationship. Spatial-temporal coupling changes to population and farmland in mountainous Karst areas across Southwest China can reveal the transformation and evolution of this relationship. Such findings provide a scientific basis for agricultural land regulation, ecological restoration, and rural revitalization. Features of the population and farmland change trend in Yinjiang County were analyzed together with spatial-temporal coupling characteristics. The driving forces affecting population data, land data and their relationship with each other were investigated using an elastic coefficient model. The results showed that between 1958-2016, both the rural population and farmland extent in the mountainous karst areas across Yinjiang County rose then fell, while the opposite trend was seen for per capita farmland area; further, the results showed that from 1958-2016, the spatial-temporal coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland change across Yin Jiang County were first non-coordinated but became coordinated over time; finally, the results indicated that factors driving the formation and development of the spatial-temporal coupling relationship were mainly attributable to the combined effects of natural environment, socio-economic conditions, policy, and changes in urban-rural relations. Results revealed that the spatial-temporal coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland had significantly changed over the last 60 years in mountainous karst areas across Southwest China and that there has been a transition in the population-land relationship in rural areas. Furthermore, the results strongly suggest that ecological
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Introduction

Since the beginning of agriculture, both global human population and resource consumption have grown synchronously [1]. This is specifically evident in traditional agricultural societies where farmers solely rely on the land for a living, which suggests therefore, an extreme dependence on land resources [2]. Agriculture emerged in the fertile plains, but as populations expanded farmers began to reclaim marginal land, such as hills and mountainous regions, in order to obtain extra food to meet growing demands. As a result, more and more forest and grasslands were converted into farmland [2-3] leading to significant land use and land cover change (LUCC).

Land use and land cover change is an important component of global environmental change, which means that it has attracted extensive attention and has become one of the core components of on the field of global environmental change [4]. The direct causes of LUCC are activities such as agriculture, forestry, and infrastructure development, and these changes are driven by complex social, political, economic, technological, cultural, biophysical, and demographic factors [4]. It is generally accepted that the various forms of population migration are the most important demographic factors to influence land use changes on the multi-decadal timescale [4-6].

Urbanization has meant that migration by rural populations to cities has become a global problem. This migration has led to a decrease in the rural proportion of the global population from 66.64% to 46.16% between 1960 and 2015, driven mainly by changes in Asia and Africa [7-8]. Large-scale rural migration has affected decision-making and the practical use of rural land, driving a significant transformation in land use, and resulting in a series of social and ecological effects [9].

Since “Reform and Opening Up” in 1978, China has also experienced a transition from a closed traditional agricultural society to an open globalized modern, industrial, and urban society [10-11]. As a result, rural areas have undergone significant changes, with the rural population falling from 89.4% to 40.42% of the total population between 1949 and 2018.

In China, farmland coverage reached its peak between 1978 and 1980, but then gradually decreased due to factors such as urban and ecological construction [12]. The de-agriculturization of farmland across large areas of China has affected the farmland area, traditional food production patterns, and food security of the country [13-16]. Rapid industrialization and urbanization has meant that it is now not necessary to produce food in mountainous areas [2]. Policies such as excessive land reclamation and forest shrinkage have been reversed and this has led to large increases of abandoned farmland; much of which has been restored back to forest [17]. The artificial disturbance of rural land in mountainous areas has recently decreased and the function of the land ecosystem has changed from degradation to restoration [2]. Population migration and land use transformation has also occurred in mountainous regions across France, Holland [18], and Puerto Rico [1].

The Karst area in Southwest China is one of the three largest Karst areas in the world [19-20]. Rocky desertification is the most concerning consequence of ecological degradation problem in Karst areas [20-21] and it is thought to be the result of a combination of natural conditions and unsustainable human activities [22-23]. Based on the 2007 Bulletin on the Status of Rocky Desertification in Karst Areas issued by the State Forestry Administration of China, 74% of the total rocky desertification land had been caused by human factors, such as a high population density, inappropriate farming methods, and excessive reclamation in Karst landscapes. In traditional agricultural societies, long-term high population pressure and incomes solely based on agricultural production forced farmers to reclaim uncultivated land for steep slope farming, which resulting leads to rocky desertification [24-25]. Over the recent years, the Southwestern Karst region has also undergone a transformation that has been driven by rapid industrialization and urbanization. In 2016, the urbanization rate for Karst areas in China reached 45.5%. Furthermore, the migration of rural labour, de-agriculturalization of farmer livelihoods, poverty alleviation, and relocation of rural households have meant that a large proportion of the rural population have left the area and farmland has therefore become marginalized. The implementation of ecological conservation and restoration projects, such as the “Grain for Green Project” and the “Karst Rocky Desertification Control Project”, have led to a decrease in farmer dependence on land, farmland abandonment, and rural hollowing [26]. These effects have driven the transformation of land use in the Karst mountainous areas with the degraded ecosystems now undergoing restoration. According to a report by the State Forestry Administration of China, the rocky desertification coverage in Karst areas has decreased from 12.96 million hectares in 2005 to 10.07 million hectares in 2016. This suggests that changes in rural population and livelihood patterns in Karst areas are important.
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factors that drive changes in Karst land use and rock desertification. Therefore, it is important to explore the spatio-temporal evolution of rural populations and farmland in typical Karst mountainous areas to understand the changes in the rural population-land relationship in these areas across Southwest China.

In recent years, researches on rural population and arable land have made continuous progress. Related researches mainly focus on the single element of farmland and rural population. Farmland elements include the transformation of farmland use [16], the evolution of farmland use landscape [13], and the marginalization of farmland in mountainous areas [27], etc.; rural population elements include rural population migration [28], the influence of rural population migration on urbanization [29] and rural decline [30]. Therefore, in the process of implementing rural revitalization, the relationship with the migration of the population must be well handled. In terms of research on the relationship between the rural population and farmland, relevant researches mainly focus on the impact of population non-agriculturalization [31] on land scale management and cultivated land use patterns [32], as well as the coupling relationship between farmland and labor [33]. The migration of the population has brought about a reduction in the utilization rate of farmland in many mountainous areas. Relevant studies in Italy [34], Austria [35], Ethiopia [36] and other places mainly focus on the abandonment of farmland and insufficient grazing caused by population decline, as well as the land degradation caused by the problem.

In general, the current analysis of the distribution, evolution, mechanism and effects of farmland and rural population on a national scale and in specific regions has made significant progress. However, there are few studies on the coupling characteristics of the differences between rural population and farmland. China has a vast territory, and there are obvious imbalances in natural conditions and social and economic development. The changes in farmland and rural population also have their own internal differences. The coupling relationships between rural population and farmland change remain unclear at the spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, the research scale needs to be further deepened from the provincial and county scales to the village scale. Research based on the characteristics of multi-period coupling can better reflect and explain the micro-scale changes within the region.

Guizhou Province has the most widely distributed and vulnerable Karst region in Southwest China [37]. It is also a province where rural population migration and poverty rates are high [38]. Therefore, it is important to explore case studies of the spatiotemporal evolution of rural populations and farmland in Guizhou will have strong, practical significance for studies investigating land-use transformation and population-land relationships in karst mountain areas across Southwest China. This paper selected Yinjiang County, a typical karst trough valley area in Guizhou Province, as the research object, and used Population-Farmland Elastic Coefficient and coupling relationship types degree model to make a quantitative analysis of the spatio-temporal coupling relationship between rural population and farmland. Firstly, this paper determines the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change on the basis of existing studies. secondly, analyze the coupling relationship between the rural population and farmland change by using county and village level data from 1958, 1973, 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2016; finally, we further explored the mechanism driving the coupling relationship between the rural population and farmland change in karst mountain areas and its effect on ecology and policies, with a view to providing support for ecological restoration, land space optimization, and rural revitalization in the karst areas of Southwest China.

Materials and Methods

Study Region

Yinjiang Tujia and Miao Autonomous County (Yinjiang for short) is located in northeastern Guizhou Province, China (27°35′19″–28°20′32″ N, 108°17′52″–108°48′18″ E). It is located in the transitional depression area between the Guizhou Plateau and the Sichuan Basin, with a total area of 1968.06 km². Yinjiang County belongs to the Southwest Karst trough area, which is classified into four landform types based on its exposed lithology and elevation (Fig.1). The trough valley area accounts for 48.39% of the total area of the county. Two large trough valleys (the Langxi and Fengxiang) are located in the central-Southwestern part of the county. The area has a subtropical warm and humid monsoon climate with an average annual temperature of 16.8°C, annual rainfall of about 1100 mm, and high levels of biodiversity. Parts of the Fanjingshan World Natural Heritage site and the Fanjingshan National Nature Reserve are located in Yinjiang County. In addition, Yinjiang County is one of the ‘special poverty counties’ in the Wuling Mountain area and was listed as a national key ecological function zone in 2016.

The county currently governs 17 towns. At the end of 2016, the farmland area was 34,209.69 km²; the registered population was 452,200; the permanent population was 285,800, of which the agricultural registered permanent population was 232,100; and the population density of the permanent population was 118 people per km².

The trough valley and the non-trough valley areas in Yinjiang County are divided by the landform and the borders of the administrative villages [39]. There are 163 villages in the trough valley area and 188 in the non-trough valley area, accounting for 46.44% and 53.56% of the total village area in the county, respectively. The trough valley is further divided into dam villages and hillside villages. There are 57 dam villages and
106 hillside villages, accounting for 34.97% and 65.03% of the total trough valley area, respectively. The same criteria were used to divide the non-trough areas. There are 74 dam villages and 114 hillside villages, accounting for 39.36% and 60.64% of the total non-trough area.

Data Sources

A farmland data set containing topographic maps, satellite imagery, and remote sensing image data was obtained. The data from 1958 was obtained from a 1:50,000 topographic map; the data in 1973 was taken from Landsat MSS images (resolution 60 m); and the data in 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2016 was all obtained using Landsat TM Image (resolution 30 m), and by selecting near-infrared, red, and green light bands and reverse standard false colours to synthesize the data source. The land use vector data for the six periods from 1958 to 2016 in the study area were obtained by integrally using the ArcMap platform, visual interpretation, and field surveys. The field investigation verified that the data interpretation accuracy reached more than 87%, which was deemed satisfactory for farmland analyses.

Statistical yearbooks and census data were used to obtain data on the rural population size through time. The data were usually determined by agricultural household registrations and the rural permanent population as classified by residential registration [40]. The rural permanent population can accurately reflect the changing population-land relationship. Thus, the rural population in this study denotes the rural permanent population. The rural population data covered 1958 and 1973 and were derived from the Guizhou Sixty Years 1949-2009 dataset. It was interpolated using village data from the third census of Yinjiang County. The rural population data from 1990, 2000, and 2010 were part of the fourth, fifth, and sixth censuses of Yinjiang County, respectively, and the 2016 rural population data were derived from the Statistical Yearbook of Yinjiang County. The research time span was large and the administrative divisions in Yinjiang County had been adjusted, which meant that the administrative units at the village level in the research area took the current village administrative units in Yinjiang County as the standard. The data showed that there were 351 villages in total. The rural population data for the changed administrative villages were then adjusted accordingly. With the exception of the Fanjingshan National Nature Reserve data, this study was able to obtain the basic data for the rural population and the farmland associated with 347 research villages. A spatial analysis database was established based on the ArcGIS software platform to analyze the change rate and the spatio-temporal coupling characteristics between the rural population and farmland change.

Research Methods

**Calculating Changes in Rural Population and Farmland**

The difference in household registration status between urban and rural areas is weakening [24]. Therefore, in order to accurately reflect the change process for the population-land relationship in rural
areas, a change analysis of rural population was undertaken based on the number of rural permanent residents. The farmland quantity change was based on the farmland change analysis. Absolute change, relative change, annual change, and other total and ratio indicators are normally used to reflect the increasing and decreasing trends for quantity change. In addition, the long time span involved in this study and the differences in the number of years within each research period also had to be taken into consideration. Therefore, the annual average change rate for rural population (Population Annual Rate, PAR), the annual average change rate for farmland (Farmland Annual Rate, FAR) [33], and the average annual change rate per capita farmland of rural population (Per Capita Farmland Annual Rate, PCFAR) in a certain period were used to quantify the changes in rural population and farmland (Equations 1-3).

\[
PAR_i = \left( \frac{P_{(1+t)i} - P_{ti}}{P_{ti}} \right) \times 100\%
\]

(1)

\[
FAR_i = \left( \frac{F_{(1+t)i} - F_{ti}}{F_{ti}} \right) \times 100\%
\]

(2)

\[
PCFAR_i = \left( \frac{PCF_{(1+t)i} - PCF_{ti}}{PCF_{ti}} \right) \times 100\%
\]

(3)

...where \( PAR_i \) and \( FAR_i \) respectively represent the annual average change rate for rural population and the annual average change rate for farmland in the year \( t \) of the \( i \) research unit; \( P_{ti} \) and \( P_{(1+t)i} \) represent the rural population number in the \( i \) research unit at the beginning and end of the study, respectively; \( F_{ti} \) and \( F_{(1+t)i} \) represent the amount of farmland in the \( i \) research unit at the beginning and end of the research, respectively; and \( PCF_{ti} \) and \( PCF_{(1+t)i} \) represent the per capita farmland of rural population in the \( i \) research unit at the beginning and end of the study, respectively.

**Population-Farmland Elastic Coefficient (PFEC)**

The elastic coefficient is the ratio of the rates of change of two interrelated indicators over a given period. It is a measure of how dependent the change range of one indicator is on the change range of another indicator. This study used the elastic coefficient model of rural population and farmland changes to determine the spatio-temporal coupling characteristics of rural population and farmland changes by analyzing the direction and relative velocity of rural population and farmland area change. If the labour-farmland elasticity index [1] and the elastic coefficient of rural residential land [33] are used, then the population-farmland elastic coefficient (PFEC) can be defined as the ratio of the rate of rural population change to the rate of change of farmland extent rate over a certain period [33, 41] (Equation 4).

\[
PFEC_i = \frac{PAR_i}{FAR_i}
\]

(4)

...where PFEC is the population-farmland elastic coefficient; PAR and FAR are defined as above.

**Coupling Relationship Types Between Rural Population and Farmland Change**

At the current level of agricultural productivity, accelerating the migration of the rural population and promoting large-scale land management can help increase farmland per capita, improve agricultural productivity, and help mitigate the tense population-land relationship in ecologically vulnerable areas. This type of change between a rural population and farmland is called a coordinated type. In contrast, there is also non-coordinated change.

The coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change can be classified into eight types...
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based on changes to PAR, FAR, PCFAR, and PFEC (Fig. 2). Among them, although VII and VIII are both non-coordinated, the absolute value of PAR is less than the absolute value of FAR in VII, and the absolute value of PAR is greater than the absolute value of FAR in VIII. The same is true for III and IV. For instance, if the PFEC value is within Zone I, PAR and FAR are both positive and PAR is greater than FAR, that is, the rural population and farmland are both growing, but the population growth rate is faster. Therefore, it is a non-coordinated area with reduced per capita farmland. If the PFEC value falls in zone IV, PAR decreases and FAR increases, and the rate of decrease in PAR is faster. Therefore, it is a coordinated area with an increase in per capita farmland.

Results and Analysis

Temporal and Spatial Characteristics of Rural Population Changes

From 1958 to 2016, the rural population in Yinjiang County grew rapidly, peaking in 1990 after which it then rapidly declined (Fig. 3). The spatial characteristics of the rural population changes had significant effects on nature and the social economy. The period from 1958-1990 was the growth stage with an average annual growth rate of 1.42% (i.e. 3100 people). From 1958 to 1973, the population of each village in the county rapidly increased. From 1973 to 1990, rapid growth still occurred with the most rapid growth areas
mainly distributed in parts of the county towns and the villages where locally important governments were located such as Chanxi, Banxi, Muhuang, and Ziwei. The slow growth areas were distributed in strips across the trough valley area and the hilly valley area in the northwest and middle of the county (Fig. 4). Between 1990 and 2000, the population entered a period of slow decline, with an average annual decrease rate of 0.65% (i.e. 2200 people). The most rapid growth areas were mainly distributed in a planar pattern with the county town as the center whereas the slow growth areas were concentrated in the southern part of the trough valley area and the southern part of the low hill and river valley area. The population of the remaining areas also decreased. Rural population declined rapidly between 2000 and 2010 with an average annual decrease rate of 2.84% (i.e. 9200 people). Only the population of villages near the county towns increased. Populations in the northern and southern areas of the hilly valleys decreased slowly, while populations in the remaining regions declined rapidly (Fig. 4). Rural population fell rapidly between 2010 and 2016 with an average annual decrease rate of 2.24% (i.e. 8500 people).

Spatio-Temporal Characteristics of the Farmland Changes

From 1958 to 2016, the area of farmland in Yinjiang County grew rapidly at first, but entered into a slow decline (Fig. 5). Before 1990, the average annual farmland growth rate was 0.23% (i.e. 85.35 hm²). From 1958 to 1973, the rapid growth area was in the north of the trough valley area and the hilly valley area, whereas the slow growth areas were concentrated in the southern part of the trough valley area and the north-central part of the low hill and river valley area. The rapid decline areas were concentrated around the county towns, in the middle of the trough valley area, in the southern part of the low hill and river valley area, and in the medium height mountain area of Fanjing Mountain. From 1973 to 1990, the most rapid growth areas were distributed in two bands across the trough valley area and in the low hill and river valley area. Slow decline areas were widely distributed across the county with rapid decline areas located in the southern part of the trough valley area and medium height mountain areas of Fanjing Mountain.

The 1990-2000 results showed that farmland growth was slow with an annual growth rate of 0.05% (i.e. 20.95 hm²). The most rapid growth areas were distributed at the edge and in the southern part of the trough valley area, and in the southeast part of the low hill and river valley areas. The locations where farmland area was decreasing were distributed across all parts of the county. After 2000, the overall farmland area in the county demonstrated a decreasing trend. The period from 2000 to 2010 was a period of slow decrease with an average annual decrease of 0.14% (i.e. 57 hm²). The growth areas were mainly concentrated in the bottom area of the hilly valley and around the villages in the middle and eastern parts of the low hill and river valley area. Farmland area also decreased in the trough valley area and the medium height mountain area of Fanjing Mountain. However, the most rapid decline areas were mainly distributed around the villages in the center of the county. Farmland area rapidly decreased between 2010 and 2016 with an average annual decrease rate of 1.56% (i.e. 592.77 hm²). The most rapid decline areas were mainly concentrated in the trough valley (Fig. 6).

Temporal-Spatial Characteristics of per Capita Farmland Change

The per capita farmland area in Yinjiang County decreased from 0.162 hm²/capita in 1958 to 0.112 hm²/capita in 1990 with an average annual decrease rate of 1.17%. However, it increased after 1990. The growth rate was relatively large then from 2000 to 2016 with an average annual growth rate of 1.82% (Fig. 5). The per capita farmland area was 0.159 hm²/capita in 2016. The most rapid growth areas from 1958 to 1973 were mainly distributed in the northern part of the trough valley area, the central and northern parts of the hilly valley area, and the central part of the low hill and river valley area, whereas the most rapid decline areas were mainly distributed in the central and southern trough valley area, the southern low hill and river valley area, and the medium height mountain areas of Fanjing Mountain. The per capita farmland area in the county generally decreased between 1973 and 1990, but it increased in some villages across the north of the trough valley area and the northeast part of the low hill and river valley area. From 1990 to 2000, farmland per capita in 69.7% of villages increased. The most rapid growth villages accounted for 21.7% of the total village number in the county and they were mainly distributed in the south, southwest, and northwest of the trough valley area, the northern part of the hilly valley area, and the central and northern parts of the low hill and river valley area.
Only 12.6% of the villages showed a rapid decrease in per capita farmland area and these were mainly distributed in the central part of the county and in the trough valley area. From 2000 to 2016, per capita farmland area in 89.9% of villages increased. The most rapid growth villages were widely distributed and accounted for 55.3% of the total village number. Only 5.48% of the villages were defined as being most rapid decline areas and were sporadically distributed around where the market town was located and in the northeast part of the trough valley area (Fig. 7).

Spatial-Temporal Coupling Relationships between Rural Population and Farmland Change

Spatio-Temporal Coupling Characteristics of the Rural Population and Farmland Change Relationships

From 1958 to 2016, the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change across the time series in Yinjiang County changed from a non-coordinated population-farmland change relationship to a coordinated population-farmland change relationship. Non-coordinated types of population-farmland dominated during the periods 1958-1973 and 1973-1990, whereas coordinated types of population decrease-farmland increase dominated from 1990-2000, and a coordinated population decrease-farmland decrease relationship dominated from 2000-2016.

The spatio-temporal coupling types for rural population and farmland change are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 8. From 1958 to 1973, the types were mainly composed of villages with non-coordinated population-farmland changes. They accounted for 68.37% of the total number of villages in the county, with the numbers of different non-coordinated types from high to low being Type I-Type VII-Type VIII. Type I was mainly concentrated in the villages across the south and marginal parts of the trough valley area and the northeast part of the low hill and river valley area. Type VII villages were distributed around the county town and the villages where locally important governments were located such as Tangxi, Muhuang, and Ziwei. Type VIII villages were mainly concentrated in the west and middle of the trough valley area, the middle and south of the low hill and river valley area, and the medium height mountain areas of Fanjing Mountain. Villages with coordinated population-farmland change only showed Type II characteristics and accounted for 30.49% of the total village number in the county. They were mainly distributed in the central and northern parts of the hill valley area. Between 1973 and 1990, the area was still dominated by non-coordinated population-farmland change villages and the number
of villages had increased to 80.05% of the total villages in the county, with the numbers from high to low being Type VIII>Type I>Type VII>Type VI. Type VIII had the highest growth rate with an increase of 2.67 times compared to 1958–1973 and these areas were distributed across the county. However, the coordinated type of population-farmland change was still dominated by Type II, although the number of villages in this type decreased to 18.81% compared to 1958-1973. They were mainly distributed in a strip shape across the northwest of the trough valley area and the middle and east of the low hill and river valley area. From 1990 to 2000, the county mainly consisted of villages that showed coordinated population-farmland change, and all four coordinated types accounted for 68.67% of the total villages. The number of different coordinated villages was in the order of Type V>Type IV>Type III. Type V was mainly located in areas other than the south; Type IV was mainly distributed in the central and southern trough valley area, the hill valley area, and the medium height mountain areas of Fanjing Mountain; and Type III was mainly distributed in the central and northwest rough valley area and the central part of the low hill and river valley area. During this period, the number of non-coordinated villages decreased to 30.19% of the total number of villages. All four non-coordinated types were observed. The largest number of villages were classified as Type VI and these were mainly distributed in the southern part of the trough valley area and the central parts of the low hill and river valley area. From 2000 to 2010, 90.89% of the villages in the county had coordinated type classifications. The number of different coordinated villages was in the order Type V>Type IV>Type III. Type II was distributed throughout the county whereas Type V was mainly distributed in the middle of the hill valley area, the low hill and river valley area and the medium height mountain areas of Fanjing Mountain. The non-coordinated type villages i.e. Type VI accounted for only 7.97% of the county villages and mainly composed of individual villages around county towns and important market towns. From 2010 to 2016, 89.74% of the total number of villages in the county had coordinated type classifications. The distribution type was similar to that of the previous period (Table 1) (Fig. 8).

Comparison of the Spatio-Temporal Coupling Relationships between Rural Population and Farmland Changes in the Trough Valley and the Non-Trough Valley Areas

The trend in temporal coupling between rural population and farmland changes in the trough and
Table 1. Coupling relationship types between rural population and farmland change in Yinjiang County from 1958 to 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change</th>
<th>Village</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated population-farmland co-increase type (II)</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated population decrease-farmland increase type (III)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated population decrease-farmland increase type (IV)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated population-farmland co-decrease type (V)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-coordinated population-farmland co-increase type (I)</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-coordinated population-farmland co-decrease type (VI)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-coordinated population increase-farmland decrease type (VII)</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-coordinated population increase-farmland decrease type (VIII)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No date</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Coupling types for rural population and farmland change in Yinjiang County from 1958 to 2016.
non-trough valley villages was basically the same from 1958 to 2016, with the coupling relationships between rural population and farmland changes shifting from non-coordinated to coordinated. In addition, the proportion of each coupling type significantly changed. For the periods 1958-1973, 1990-2000, 2000-2010, and 2010-2016, the percentage of villages with non-coordinated classifications in the trough valley area was higher than in the non-trough area while the proportion of coordinated types was the opposite (Fig. 9(a-b)). For example, the proportion of non-coordinated villages in the trough area was 11.04%, whereas it was 5.43% the non-trough area between 2000 and 2010. In terms of spatial distribution, both trough and non-trough valley areas were further divided into dam villages and hillside villages. From 1958 to 2016,

Fig. 9. Proportion of villages in the different coupling type classifications for farmland and rural population changes in the Trough Valley region and other karst area regions in Yinjiang County between 1958 and 2016.
the percentage of non-coordinated dam villages in the trough valley area was higher than the percentage of non-coordinated dam villages in the non-trough valley area, while the proportion of coordinated type villages was the opposite for the two areas (Fig. 9(e-f)). The hillside and dam village trends were consistent in the trough valley and non-trough valley areas (Fig. 9(e-f)). This suggested that the degree of population-farmland change coordination in the trough valley area was lower than in the non-trough valley area.

Comparison of Temporal-Spatial Coupling Types between Rural Population and Farmland Changes in Dam Villages and Hillside Villages Across the Trough Valley Area

The coupling trend between rural population and farmland changes in dam and hillside villages across the trough valley area was consistent but with different proportions for each coupling type (Fig. 9(c-e)). Except for the period 1958-1973, the proportion of non-coordinated dam villages was higher than that for hillside villages in the trough valley area, whereas the opposite was true for the coordinated village types. For instance, from 2000-2010, the percentage of coordinated villages increased to 84.21% and 91.51% among the dam villages and hillside villages in the trough valley area, respectively, which suggested that population-farmland change coordination in hillside villages was better than in dam villages within the trough valley area and that it had improved over time.

Discussion

Transformation of the Coupling Relationship between Rural Population and Farmland Changes

The coupling relationship between rural population and farmland changes has been transformed for the karst region of Southwest China. In traditional agricultural societies, the rural population relies solely on land resources. However, since China implemented the “Reform and Opening Up” policy in 1978, the rural population has extensively and continuously migrated to urban areas. China has been transformed from a traditional agricultural society dependent on land to an open, modern, industrial, and urban society, which has led to changes in the coupling relationship between the rural population and farmland change. This has been shown by many studies across China [16, 33, 42] that have investigated areas such as the middle sections of the Yangtze River, the Huang-Huai-Hai area, the Pearl River Delta [43] and the Three Gorges Reservoir area [44]. The current study selected Yinjiang County in the Karst trough valley area of Southwestern China as its research area. The Karst area of Southwest China has undergone the same economic and social development changes as the rest of China. Based on a comprehensive analysis of indicators such as change rate for farmland, change rate for rural population, the population-farmland elastic coefficient, and per capita farmland of the rural population, this study has shown that the overall trend for rural population and farmland change is consistent with the nationwide trend [26]. The coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change in Yinjiang County has also undergone transformation. In Yinjiang County, the evolution of the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change can be classified into a traditional agricultural period (1958-1990), a transition period (1990-2000), and an intensive agriculture period (2000-2016), and these periods, to a certain extent, reflect the general characteristics of the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change in Southwest China. If the county is considered as a research unit, then the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change in Yinjiang County changed from non-coordinated types of population-farmland co-increase between 1958 and 1990 to coordinated types of change, population-decrease and farmland-increase between 1990 and 2000. It then changed to coordinated population-farmland co-decrease during 2000-2016. Taking the village as the research unit, non-coordinated coupling first increased but then decreased (Fig. 10), whereas coordinated coupling first decreased but then increased (Fig. 10). This study found that the 1973-1990 period was the inflection point for both transitions. From 1990 to 2000, the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change showed a diversified coexistence pattern for all eight coupling modes, which indicated that the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change was the most complex at this stage. The coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change was mainly coordinated after 2000.

The results for landform zoning in Yinjiang County suggested that the trough valley areas and non-trough valley areas, and the trough dam and hillside villages within these areas had also undergone a transformation. The coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change in these sub-regions was most complex between 1990 and 2000 but became primarily coordinated after 2000.

Future coupling relationship transformations between rural population and farmland change in Southwest China will still occur. China is still undergoing rapid urbanization, especially in the large southwestern regions of the country. Previous studies have projected that the urbanization rate would reach about 75% by 2050 and stabilize thereafter [25]. This suggested rural migration to cities and towns will continue to be a major trend in the coming decades and the urban population will remain stable rather than show unlimited growth. The “National Macro Farmland Protection Policy” and the “Ecological Environment Policy” have restrained the rapid decline
in farmland across Southwest China with a certain proportion of farmland being maintained. The trends in rural population and farmland extent in Southwest China suggests that the area has entered a period of intensive agriculture. In the future, the rate of rural population decrease is expected to be greater than the rate of farmland change. The coupling relationship will be dominated by the coordinated types and will trend toward a stable ratio, while the non-coordinated types will account for a smaller proportion of the villages over time. These will evolve the second model (Fig. 10).

Factors Driving the Coupling Relationship between Rural Population and Farmland Changes

Based on change in the rural population and land usage, as well as changes in the population-land coupling, combined with field investigations, this study is divided into traditional agriculture period, transition period and intensive agriculture period (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 shows that the period 1958-1990 was generally a traditional agricultural stage. The establishment of the People’s Commune and the promulgation of the “Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Household Registration” in 1958 meant that China entered a period in which the dual structure of the urban-rural division system was solidified. The rural population was confined to rural areas and engaged in solely agricultural livelihoods. The population development of Yinjiang County became chaotic, especially as the average annual increase was as high as 30.22‰ from 1968 to 1976 due to the increasing willingness of people to give birth after the founding of new China and the three-year Great Chinese Famine [45]. The household registration restrictions and the disordered population growth have caused a sharp rise in the demand for food. Farmers reclaimed large areas of arable land in mountainous areas to resolve food shortages. In the 1960s, floods frequently occurred in Yinjiang County and sloping farmland was severely damaged, which drove further reclamation of additional sloped farmland. A Government Work Report in 1979 promoted the reclaiming of non-farmland and the division of self-retaining land to increase the land available for food production. It directly encouraged the deforestation of hills and the expansion of farmland into high altitude and steeply sloped areas. This stage caused a rapid growth in the rural population and a large expansion in farmland.

Based on change in the rural population and land usage, as well as changes in the population-land coupling, combined with field investigations, this study is divided into traditional agriculture period, transition period and intensive agriculture period.

In the transition period from 1990 to 2000, the region suffered from severe soil erosion leading to the implementation of a “Hillside-to-Terrace” project across Yinjiang County in 1991 to protect the reclaimed farmlands. However, as the economy developed in Yinjiang County, economic activities, such as industrial parks and economic development zones, began replacing farmland in the dam area, thereby slowing down the expansion of farmland. In the 1980s, national policies such as the “Household Responsibility System” and the “Notice of the State Council on Peasants Entering and Settling down in Towns” were implemented and these promoted agricultural production efficiency and the migration of rural populations to urban areas. Farmers also started part-time livelihood activities instead of solely relying on agricultural production for their income.

In the intensive agriculture stage from 2000 to 2016, the implementation of the “Western Development Policy” in 1999 meant that the economy output of Yinjiang County increased while farmer dependence on land gradually decreased [46], which alleviated the pressure on farmland for food production. National policy began to tilt towards ecological
restoration after 2000. Yinjiang County also began to implement pilot work associated with the “Grain to Green Program”. In 2000, it was selected as a pilot county for the comprehensive management of rock desertification in the Karst area of Guizhou Province, which gradually led to the shrinkage of farms on steep slopes. In 2005, Guizhou Province was exempted from agricultural taxes and started to receive food subsidies. The implementation of these policies transformed agriculture into large-scale, intensified production, but led to a decrease in the extent of farmland on steep slopes due to an increase in ecological restoration projects. In addition, labour costs rose and at the same time local primary industry labour gradually decreased. Rural depopulation continued and the livelihoods of rural households shifted to an agricultural livelihood supplemented by part-time work in other industries. In 2010, the Guizhou Province strategy of strengthening the province by industrialization and urbanization led to the expansion of urban construction land, while the high-altitude and steep slope farmland areas decreased. Rapid declines in the rural population, farmland shrinkage, and the abandonment of sloped land occurred during this period. Since 2014, Guizhou Province has implemented a targeted poverty alleviation strategy. In 2016, Yinjiang County was listed as a national key ecological function zone. Ecological migration and emigration meant that a large proportion of the rural population moved away. Remote farmland was abandoned and turned into forest-irrigated land whereas in comparison the concentrated and contiguous fruit land areas increased.

Through the analysis of the three stages of population and farmland changes in the study area, it can be concluded that the four driving factors affecting the coupled changes of population and farmland are mainly: natural environment, socio-economic conditions, policy, and changes in urban-rural relations (Fig. 12).

Natural environment is the original driving force along with topographical factors composed of slope and altitude that have obvious effects on the change of farmland in the Karst trenches. In the traditional agricultural society, when survival is the main purpose, human reclamation is first carried out in Karst valley areas and dam areas. When the farmland resources cannot meet the needs of human survival, farmers have to reclaim land on the steep slopes of the trough valley areas to meet demand. Excessive reclamation of steep slopes has led to the problem of rocky desertification in the Karst mountainous areas which has reduced the farmland and its quality. When the marginal income of the steep slope farmland decreases, the highest elevated land in the Karst trough area is the first to be abandoned. In addition, the rural population in high-altitude and steep slope areas tends to outflow more than the dam area.
Socio-economic conditions are the basic driving force. With the development of the economy and continued industrial development, the employment opportunities provided have increased. Farmers do not only rely on agricultural activities that use land to produce income, but now gradually participate in more industrial activities, such as entering the construction and catering services. The progress of urbanization and industrialization will inevitably lead to the shrinkage of farmland and the migration of the rural population. The change from solely agricultural activities to industrial activities undertaken by farmers has caused changes in both population and land use. Farmers have gone from only working in agriculture, to now working part-time, and then onto the integrated development of primary, secondary and tertiary industries. Changes in the industrial activities that farmers engage in affects the degree of farmers’ dependence on land, and so causes changes in the area of farmland cultivated.

Policy is the driving force behind the change. The top-down regional policy affects the rural population and farmland. The tightening and loosening of China’s household registration system policy has caused the flow of the rural population in the urban and rural areas to go from ‘no flow’ to ‘free flow’. The free movement of population is the most important driving factor for rural population change. The most influential land policies include the household responsibility contracting system, land improvement, and land transfer. In Karst trough areas the implementation of ecological protection and compensation policies such as returning farmland to forests and stony desertification control has made the use of steep slope farmland less attractive. As a result farmers’ disturbance to the fragile environment is also lessening.

The change in the relationship between urban and rural areas is an external driving force [47] Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China, the country’s urban-rural relationship has developed from urban-rural antagonism to urban-rural integration. This has also promoted the flow of land and population factors between urban and rural areas [48]. The four
Factors previously mentioned act together on the population and farmland in the Karst trough area, causing the interaction between the population and farmland. The interaction between population and farmland has transformed the livelihood of farmers from being purely agricultural based to now being more diversified.

Farmland is affected by the rural population demand for it and is an important resource for the rural population. Increases and decreases in the rural population affect the expansion and contraction of farmland use. Furthermore, the livelihood activities of the rural population also respond to farmland use.

Inspiration of the Changes in Rural Population and Farmland, and their Coupling Relationship

Although the region is only 1968.06 km², the area covered by Karst landforms is extensive in the rural areas of Southwest China. The study region has undergone rapid social and economic development over the last six decades. Rural population growth, migration, and farmland-use have significantly changed. Its natural, social, and economic conditions are typical of rural areas in Southwest China. Therefore, the area can be used as a typical case study of Southwest China. The findings reflect the general coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland change, and the population-environment relationships in Southwest China. The results from this study provide a basis for optimizing the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change.

Ecological Significance

The evolution of the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change suggests that rural population migration is transforming Southwest China into a less land-dependent society [25]. Farmer livelihoods in Southwest China have undergone significant changes from total reliance on traditional agricultural production to part-time, non-agricultural production [26] which has alleviated the pressure on farmland resources and the environment in southwest mountainous areas where the population carrying capacity is small. The results also indirectly reflect that rocky desertification of Karst mountainous areas is also starting to reverse [49]. Previous research suggested that the migration of rural populations in Karst areas across Europe, South America, and the Caribbean reduced the degradation of fragile ecosystems, thereby promoting ecosystem restoration and improving the protection of watersheds and ecological diversity [18, 50-51].

The results from this current study are consistent with previous work in that the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change tends to move from non-coordinated structures to more coordinated structures. Human disturbances that affect the occurrence of rocky desertification in southwest Karst areas have declined, which will positively affect the restoration of areas that have undergone rocky desertification.

Rural Revitalization Recommendations

The 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China [52] proposed that the implementation of a rural revitalization strategy is the general starting point and a long-term strategy for solving the issues concerning agriculture, the countryside, and farmers in China. In the context of the rural population outflow and the transformation of the coupling relationship between rural population and farmland change, the urban and rural development transformation laws should be followed to fully revitalize rural villages. However, the key to realizing the development goals for agricultural and rural modernization lies in how people manage farmland, especially those living in the countryside [53].

Based on the previous analysis, the four types of coupling of population and farmland in the karst valley area at the current stage are regulated in different regions. Category V areas, area is divided into two parts. In trough valley, strengthening ecological restoration on slopes, carrying out natural restoration on steep slopes, and developing ecological animal husbandry in high-altitude areas. In dam land and river valley areas, promoting the land transfer and realizing the appropriate scale of land operation. Category IV areas, In river valley areas, actively promoting land transfer, realizing the appropriate scale of land operation, and developing intensive agriculture. Reasonably fallowing in areas with steep slopes and developing efficient agriculture. In Category III, in river valley areas, actively promoting land transfer, realizing the appropriate scale of land operation, and developing high-efficiency agriculture. the VI area is strictly controlled in the surrounding areas of the county and suburban agriculture is developed.

In addition, in the context of rural population outflow, rural revitalization focuses on strengthening fixed asset investment in rural areas to promote the development of non-agricultural industries and provide farmers with local non-agricultural employment opportunities to increase income and reduce the gap between urban and rural areas. Through the development of rural education and culture, the talent support for sustainable rural development is strengthened.

In the future, it is necessary to fully explore the relationship between the rural population and the farmland after the outflow of the rural population, and then adopt targeted measures to promote the sustainable development of rural areas, and also provide good support for new urbanization.
Conclusions

Using GIS technology and modeling methods, this study analyzed the changes in rural farmland area and population and their spatial-temporal coupling characteristics across mountainous Karst areas in Southwest China. The following conclusions can be drawn out:

(1) From 1958 to 2016, the rural population and farmland in mountainous Karst areas across Southwest China generally increased at first, but then decreased. In contrast, the per capita farmland area decreased at first and then increased. The rural population showed an increasing trend from 1958 to 1990, but slowly declined after 1990 and rapidly after 2000. Area of farmland experienced rapid growth from 1958 to 1990, slow growth from 1990 to 2000 and rapid decline after 2000. The per capita farmland area of the rural population dropped from 0.162 hm²/person in 1958 to 0.112 hm²/person in 1990, but then rose to 0.159 hm²/person in 2016. The spatial variation of the rural population, farmland, and per capita farmland varied significantly from period to period.

(2) From 1958 to 2016, the spatio-temporal coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland in mountainous Karst areas across Southwest China have undergone a change process from unbalanced types to coordinated types. At the county scale, from 1958 to 1973 and from 1973 to 1990, Yinjiang County experienced non-coordinated types of population-farmland co-decrease. After 1990, there was a shift. From 1990 to 2000, Yinjiang County experienced coordinated types of population decrease-farmland increase. Then, from 2000 to 2016, Yinjiang County experienced coordinated population-farmland co-decrease. At the village scale, before 1990, Karst trough valley area villages experienced the most varied disturbance types, mainly classes I and VIII. After 1990 the coordinate model showed that villages were mainly in classes IV and V, and the relationship between people and land tended to be coordinated. In general, the number of coordinated villages in the non-trough region was higher than in the trough region. The spatio-temporal coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland is influenced by complex factors, especially the development of a social economy, population migration, and national policy changes, which generally mean that the coupling relationship evolves into a coordinated type.

(3) The spatial-temporal coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland change in mountainous Karst areas across Southwest China is affected by multiple factors. The factors driving the formation and development of the spatial-temporal coupling relationships between the rural population and farmland change are mainly associated with the combined effects of natural environment, socioeconomic conditions, policy, and changes in urban-rural relations. The results revealed that there were significant changes in the spatial-temporal coupling relationship between rural population and farmland in mountainous Karst areas across Southwest China over the past 60 years. The population-land relationship in rural areas has transitioned over the past few decades. Furthermore, continued rural population migration and the transformation of farmland mean that it is highly likely that ecological restoration, farmland planning and land resource distribution will follow similar trends in the future across mountainous Karst areas in Southwest China. This should lead to rural revitalization and a more harmonious population-land relationship.
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